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At the Lopez Group budget conference

‘Stay the course’
AMBASSADOR Manuel M.
Lopez (AMML), chairman of
the Lopez Group, praised the
collective efforts of the Lopez
Group in relief and rehabilitation following the devastation
wrought by super typhoon
Yolanda in November 2013.
“I stand here, both proud
and grateful, knowing how
our officers and employees
responded, giving up their
Christmas parties, leave credits, and finding funds to save
and add to the relief effort.
No donation was too small,
no gift of self was too little;
each one of us and our fellow
employees reached out—even
the victims themselves were
sharing their relief packs with
their neighbors,” AMML
said at the Group’s strategic
planning and annual budget
conference on January 9.
He encouraged everyone to
keep helping reconstruct central Philippines. “Let us keep
encouraging our fellow employees to stay the course, because rehabilitation will take a
long time. We need all the help
we can get in order to meaningfully help our countrymen
in the devastated areas.”
The ambassador noted that
ABS-CBN Sagip Kapamilya

has an outstanding track record
in disaster relief and rehabilitation earning for it “a sterling
reputation—trusted by Filipinos from all over the world.”
He also commended
Energy Development Corporation (EDC) and Lopez
Group Foundation Inc. for
providing immediate and
long-term assistance to Lopez
Group employees affected by
Yolanda. In addition, EDC
particularly did well in mobilizing resources for the task of
returning electricity service
to the Visayas.
“Let me assure you (EDC)
of the full support of your
Lopez Group kapamilya in
this important work that you
are doing,” AMML said.

Run with your heart

Meanwhile, Eugenio Lopez III (EL3), ABS-CBN
chairman and vice chairman
of Lopez Holdings, observed
that there are “no more breaks
in our work.”
In remarks read for him by
ABS-CBN group financial
officer Rolando Valdueza,
EL3 said, “There are no more
peaks and valleys, but instead
we encounter one continuous peak that grows steeper
and steeper every year. The

demand for volume and
quality output at an ever-increasing pace just continues
to intensify. Meeting our
commitments becomes more
and more challenging. The
competitive landscape pits us
against tough players… I can
say with full certainty that
things will only become more
difficult.”
According to EL3, rapid
technological advancement,
speedy knowledge creation
and swift innovation aid in
doing business but also hasten obsolescence, removing
the advantage of first movers.
EL3 said that the Lopez
Group mission to be in the
service of the Filipino is what
gives it endurance in taking on
the “ever steepening, unending
racetrack” it must run.
“Run with your heart.
Let the mission of being in
the service of the Filipino
give you the endurance that
will boost your strength and
speed…we will win this race
because from the time we
started doing business, we ran
with our hearts. We will win
this race for the Filipino and
for our country,” said EL3.
(Carla Paras-Sison)

AMML leads diplomatic
mission to Tacloban
A DDIT IONA L
aid might soon
come to typhoon-hit
areas in the Visayas
following a visit by
Ambassador Manuel
M. Lopez (AMML)
and fellow diplomats
based in Tokyo.
In the party that flew to Tacloban City and Palo were ambassadors to Japan Jacob Nkate
(Botswana), Francois Oubida
(Burkina Faso), Youngor Telewoda (Liberia), Samir Arrour
(Morocco) and his spouse Utako
Arrour, Ahmed Araita Ali (Djibouti) and Richard Ramoelesti
(Lesotho). Also serving as nonresident ambassadors-designate
to the Philippines, they presented their credentials to President
Aquino while in Manila.
AMML said it was overwhelming to see the damage
in Tacloban firsthand, likening it to the aftermath of the
earthquake and tsunami that
hit Japan in March 2011.
With the relief operations almost over, “now we are working
towards reconstruction,” AMML
said. He added that bringing
people over from Japan will allow
them to see what else needs to be
done in the devastated areas.
The ambassadors visited the
University of the Philippines
School of Health Sciences (UP

Clockwise from top: AMML (left) assists survivor-residents in getting
their relief goods from the ambassadors; ABS-CBN broadcaster Ted
Failon and Sagip Kapamilya program director Tina Monzon-Palma;
AMML together with his family (from left) Beaver, Miguelito, Christina,
and Mike, and Moroccan Amb. Samir Arrour

SHS) in Palo, which was totally
devastated by super typhoon
Yolanda. A new building for UP
SHS will be constructed on a
new site through the joint efforts
of ABS-CBN Foundation Inc.
(AFI)-Sagip Kapamilya, UP,
Philippine Navy, Department
of Education and local partners.
The ambassadors ended
their visit at the San Fernando
Central School in Tacloban
City, whose newly-constructed
building was donated by AFI.
ABS-CBN broadcaster Ted
Failon, with the help of Sagip

Kapamilya and partners, built a
four-classroom building in one
month so classes could resume.
Djiboutian ambassador Ali,
speaking before the school’s students and teachers, said: “We are
from the African continent, very
far geographically from the Philippines, but we feel very close to your
people. I could not imagine what
we have seen from the airport.
What we saw is apocalyptic.”
Governor Dominic Petilla
and his staff also presented plans
for possible rehabilitation efforts
throughout Leyte province.

Experts prescribe post-Yolanda rebuilding strategies
INTERNATIONAL and Filipino scientists shared and prescribed science-based strategies
to the rehabilitation and rebuilding programs currently being
undertaken by the government
and private sector.
The Experts Forum on Rebuilding Communities and Ecosystems After Yolanda held at the
Asian Institute of Management
was attended by more than 200
scientists, engineers and practitioners from various disciplines.
The forum was jointly hosted
by the Oscar M. Lopez Center for
Climate Change Adaptation and
Disaster Risk Management Foundation Inc. and the office of the
Presidential Assistant for Rehabilitation and Recovery (PARR).
The idea to organize the forum came during a visit to the
affected areas in Kananga, Ormoc and Tacloban, according to
OML Center director Federico
R. Lopez (FRL).
While inspecting the area
with Energy Development

Front row, l-r: Elpidio Ibañez, Richard Tantoco, Sec. Lucille Sering, chairman emeritus Oscar M. Lopez, Sec.
Panfilo Lacson, Federico R. Lopez, Usec. Danny Antonio and Francis Giles Puno; back row, l-r: Dr. Bregje van
Wesenbeeck, Dr. Laura David, Joseph D’Cruz, Toni Yulo-Loyzaga, Arturo Valdez and Dr. Rodel Lasco

Corporation (EDC) president Richard Tantoco, FRL
said they were “struck by the
amount of rebuilding that has
to happen just to bring people’s
lives back to where they were
before.”
FRL, who is also chairman
and CEO of First Gen, recalled
how EDC ensured the safety
of its 700 employees in the area
and channeled its manpower
and other resources to bring aid
to Kananga, Ormoc and other
parts of Leyte last year.

“…Although being at the
very heart of a storm is dangerous, it also provides an immense
opportunity to learn and help
others build their own resilience
as we share that learning. There is
general agreement that the Philippines should learn to adapt fast
to the new normal,” he observed.
But even as the parameters for
the “new normal” have yet to be
set, FRL stressed that “millions
of Filipinos will continue to suffer
the brunt of the devastation from
climate change.”

“To us, what is equally certain is that we stand a better
chance of adapting if we can
bring together both science and
real world experience to bear
on the new normal as it comes
to clearer view,” he added.

Vulnerability of coastal
areas

Dr. Laura David of the University of the Philippines (UP)
Marine Science Institute shared
the tools developed to assist local
governments in assessing vulnerability of coastal areas and evalu-

ating socioeconomic development and the ability of affected
communities to cope with such
changes. Dr. Mario delos Reyes
of the UP School of Urban and
Regional Planning elaborated
on mainstreaming framework
on climate change adaptation
and disaster risk reduction into
the local development planning
process. Dr. Jaime Fernandez of
the UP College of Engineering
presented an alternative framework for disaster risk reduction
and management through resilient structural designs in the
context of multi-hazards occurring in the country.
Dr. Bregje van Wesenbeeck
of Netherlands-based Deltares,
an expert advisor on naturebased flood risk mitigation and
integrated ecosystem analyses,
discussed nature-based flood
defenses. Joseph D’ Cruz, Asia
Pacific environment advisor of
the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP),
representing the 35 environ-

ment and energy scientists of
the UNDP early recovery team
for Yolanda, presented their lessons and experiences in disaster
recovery and response in other
countries.

Science-based rehab

According to OML Center
scientific director Dr. Rodel Lasco, the strategies and solutions
formulated during the workshop
and breakout sessions will be used
in shaping the framework for
an evidence- and science-based
rehabilitation of the Yolanda-affected communities.
“It is crucial that we integrate
disaster risk reduction and management and climate change adaptation in our rebuilding efforts
and development goals towards
a resilient community and sustainable resources,” he said.
The PARR headed by Sec.
Panfilo Lacson was established
by Executive Order 62 on December 6, 2013 to coordinate
all Yolanda-related rehabilitation and recovery efforts.
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Cory Vidanes
among 2013’s
‘People of the Year’
ABS-CBN Broadcast head
Cory Vidanes was among the
14 personalities recognized
by People Asia magazine in its
annual “People of the Year” for
her vital role in the achievements of the country’s largest
media conglomerate.
“Servicing the Filipino
people—that’s what we’re really here for. Our work is tough.
There is so much stress, sacrifices and sleepless nights. But at
the end of the day, what keeps
us going is the mission to reach
out to Pinoys all over the world,”
said Vidanes in the article.
Aside from spearheading
campaigns that further increased ABS-CBN’s ratings,

Vidanes has been very involved
in the network’s public service
projects that include the “Tulong Na, Tabang Na, Tayo Na”
campaign for the victims of
super typhoon Yolanda.
In 2010, ABS-CBN president Charo Santos-Concio
was also among the “People
of the Year” awardees for being the first female president
of the country’s leading media
corporation.
People Asia’s “People of the
Year” awards aim to recognize
world-class Filipinos who have
made the country proud with
their achievements, advocacies
and notable contributions to
society. (Kane Choa)

ABS-CBN Broadcast head and People of the Year awardee Cory Vidanes
(center) with (l-r) People Asia editor in chief Joanne Rae Ramirez, Vice
President Jejomar Binay, People Asia chairman Ramon Cojuangco Jr. and
publisher Babe Romualdez

Groundbreaking held for First
Gen unit’s San Gabriel project
FIRST Gen Corporation,
through wholly-owned subsidiary First NatGas Power Corporation (FNPC), held on January 14, 2014 a groundbreaking
ceremony for the 414-megawatt
San Gabriel combined cycle
natural gas-fired power plant in
Santa Rita, Batangas.
Guest of honor was Pres.
Benigno Aquino III, who was
accompanied by Energy Sec.
Jericho Petilla and other government officials. Also present
during the ceremony were First
Gen and FNPC management
led by First Gen chairman
emeritus Oscar M. Lopez,
chairman and CEO Federico
R. Lopez (FRL) and president
and COO Francis Giles Puno.
“As the transformation of
those fishponds 20 years ago
ushered natural gas into our
country’s fuel mix, today’s
groundbreaking will, in another sense, be quite trailblazing.
These 414 megawatts of San
Gabriel are really just the first
of three such additional plants
planned for this site. Our vision is to build an additional
1,342 megawatts between now
and 2019 right here around
where we laid the first spade
today. That will bring our total
capacity of LNG-fired plants
to more than 3,000 megawatts
by then,” FRL said.

ABS-CBN makes successful debut
with oversubscribed bond issue
ABS-CBN Corporation made
a highly successful debut in the
domestic retail bond market,
raising a total of P6 billion pesos with a tenor of seven years
at 5.335% per annum.
The Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) had earlier
authorized the company to issue up to P10 billion fixed rate
bonds in one or two tranches.
For the first tranche, the company decided to issue P5B with
an overallotment option to
provide some flexibility in the
event of an oversubscribed issue. Because of strong demand
from retail and institutional
investors, the underwriters exercised an overallotment option
of P1B. The company and the
underwriters priced the issue
at 110 basis points over the
benchmark rate.

“The success of this bond issue is a major achievement for
our company and is a culmination of management’s adoption
and efficient execution of key
business strategies over the last
few years,” said Aldrin Cerrado, chief financial officer of
ABS-CBN. “I am particularly
pleased that we were able to
price the issue at the lowest end
of the indicative pricing range,
and achieve broad distribution
to retail investors.”
BDO Capital and Investment Corp., BPI Capital Corp.
and HSBC acted as joint lead
managers for the transaction.
The company had earlier been
given the highest possible rating of PRS Aaa from Philippine Ratings Corporation.
Proceeds from the bond
will be used to finance ABS-



CBN’s capital expenditure
program over the next few
years. The company intends to
invest in forward planning for
its production process, which
includes the construction of
soundstages. The planned
soundstages will deliver improvements to operations by
increasing production quality
and reducing costs associated
with on-location shoots. Currently, the majority of ABSCBN’s filming is done on location.
The company will also use
part of the proceeds for the
rollout of digital terrestrial
TV and the expansion of its
pay TV business through Sky
Cable. It plans to open its educational theme park, Kidzania,
in Fort Bonifacio Global City
later this year.

L-R: First Gen chairman emeritus Oscar M. Lopez, president and COO Francis Giles Puno, chairman and CEO
Federico R. Lopez, Pres. Benigno Aquino III, Energy Sec. Jericho Petilla, Gov. Vilma Santos Recto and Energy
Development Corporation president Richard Tantoco

First Gen, through FNPC,
signed an equipment supply contract with Siemens AG and a construction services contract with
Siemens Inc., for the engineering,
design, procurement, construction
and completion of the San Gabriel
project in December 2013.

The facility, which has an
estimated project cost of $600
million, will utilize SCC68000H gas turbine technology,
Siemens’ most advanced and
efficient gas turbine. Additionally, it will enjoy operations
and maintenance synergies

with the adjacent 1,000-MW
Santa Rita and 500-MW San
Lorenzo combined cycle natural gas-fired power plants.
The plant, which is expected
to start commercial operations
in 2016, will sell electricity to
the Luzon grid.

EDC restores another
unit of Leyte power plant
ENERGY Development Corporation (EDC) has restarted
another unit of its Malitbog
power plant in Leyte as part of
the restoration of the Unified
Leyte Power Plant Complex, the
single biggest source of electricity
in the Visayas, which was damaged by super typhoon Yolanda.
“EDC has successfully energized another unit of the Malitbog power plant, with an additional capacity of 75 MW. Said
unit is now on start-up mode and
under reliability and other tests,”
EDC said in a disclosure to the
Philippine Stock Exchange.
In early January, EDC was also
able to recommission the first unit
with a capacity of 75 megawatts.
The company earlier restored the Tongonan power
plant in addition to the previously restored Upper Mahiao
and Leyte optimization plants.
The Unified Leyte plants
consist of the 130-MW Upper
Mahiao, 232-MW Malitbog,
180-MW Mahanagdong and
112.5-Tongonan power plants.
In late November, EDC has

partially recommissioned the
plant and was able to dispatch
57 MW into the Visayas grid
after successful reliability runs.
Because of the damage sustained by its facilities, EDC has

Promos & offers

formally written the National
Power Corporation regarding
the force majeure provisions of
its power purchase agreement.
(Excerpted from www.abs-cbnnews.com)

SkyCable boosts Select HD Fox
Pack

SkyCable has added Nat Geo Adventure HD, Nat Geo Wild HD
and Channel M HD to its P299 Fox Pack HD lineup, boosting
its current roster of Fox favorites. These HD channels are also
included in the new SkyCable Dual Def Plans. Meanwhile, get
KBS World, CTS, Channel M, YTN and Arirang by adding the
SkyCable Select Korean Pack 1 to your basic cable plan for P199
monthly. Add MBC through the Korean Pack 2 for P900 monthly.
For more info, log on to www.mysky.com.ph. (Arlene Torres)

Destiny’s P1,299 cable and
broadband bundle

Experience the best cable TV shows and surf the web at 1Mbps
with Destiny Cable’s complete value-for-money home entertainment cable and broadband service bundle for only P1,299
monthly! Until March 31, avail of the one-time installation fee
of P1,000 with a lock-in period of 12 months. iWanTV also
comes free with each Destiny Cable subscription. For more info,
call the customer service hotline at 418-0000 or email customerservice@destinycable.com.ph. (A. Torres)

Follow us @lopezlinkph on Twitter and Like us on Facebook at facebook.com/lopezlinkonline
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couch potato treats

Iza’s biggest
challenge

This month, Iza Calzado takes on a
most challenging project—hosting “The
Biggest Loser Pinoy Edition” on ABSCBN. “…I need to work hard…so I
can help the whole team showcase the
contestants’ struggles as well as their
experiences and weight-loss journey
inside the camp,” said Iza, who will
also share her own success story. “The
Biggest Loser Pinoy Edition” will track
the transformation of 14 pairs of
overweight Filipinos. (Kane Choa)

ABS-CBN Sports+Action: All-new
destination for sports fans
ABS-CBN pumped up the
adrenaline with the launch of
ABS-CBN Sports+Action
(SkyCable Channel 23), the
newest channel centered on
bringing action-packed local
and international sporting events.
The free-to-air television channel is for kapamilya who not only
watch and support their favorite
teams and athletes, but analyze and
play the games themselves.
ABS-CBN Sports+Action will
continue its coverage of the of the
University Athletic Association of
the Philippines, the Azkals, Top

Chairman Eugenio Lopez III (3rd from right) and president and CEO Charo SantosConcio (2nd from right), with channel executives and hosts, make a toast to ABS-CBN
Sports + Action

Showing on February 12

Judy Ann says ‘I do’ to
reality show

“Bet on Your Baby” host Judy Ann Santos-Agoncillo
has signed on for “I Do,” a reality show featuring
couples who want to tie the knot. “We will give the
couples challenges not to break them apart, but to
strengthen their relationship…,” Judy Ann pointed
out. The winning pair will be rewarded with a grand
wedding, a honeymoon package, a car, a house and
lot and P1 million. (K. Choa)

Awards season on
SkyCable

The ATP World Tour returns with the ATP 500
World Tour Rotterdam, live and in high definition on Balls HD (Channel 34) on February 10.
On February 17, get your scones and tea ready as
Fox Movies Premium airs the 2014 EE British
Academy Film Awards at 10:30am. Meanwhile, on
March 3, root for your Academy Awards favorites
at 9:30am on the Lifestyle Network (Channel 52).

Selfless heroes on Hero TV

The “Dragon Force” team spearheads the new heroes
of Hero TV (SkyCable Channel 44 and Destiny
Digital Cable Channel 44) from Monday to Friday beginning February 4 at 6:30pm with replays
at 12:30am, 6:30am and 12:30pm. Back-to-back
episodes of “Arakawa Under the Bridge,” meanwhile,
air Mondays to Wednesdays starting February 26,
7:30pm. Joining the new heroes are “Mirmo De Pon
Season 3,” “Digimon Tamers,” “.Hack// Legend of the
Twilight,” “Kyoshiro and the Eternal Sky,” “Dubbers
Cut: The Eccentric Family” and “Dubber’s Cut: Hakkenden.” For the complete February schedule, like
Hero TV on www.facebook.com/myheronation or
follow @myHEROnation. (Katherine Solis)

Piolo, Toni finally reunite
in ‘Starting Over Again’
FALL in love all over again this
Valentine’s Day as Star Cinema,
on its 20th anniversary, presents
“Starting Over Again”—an Olivia
Lamasan film featuring Piolo Pascual and Toni Gonzaga in their
first big-screen team-up.
Piolo and Toni worked together 13 years ago in a TV commercial. Toni’s famous line—“I love
you, Piolo!”—remains one of the
most memorable taglines ever
delivered in Philippine advertising.

In “Starting Over Again,” the
wait is finally over as Piolo and
Toni reunite in this long overdue
romantic comedy.
“Starting Over Again” takes the
risk of debunking the notion that
for in every romantic film, everything should end “happily ever
after” for the characters. The film
aims to communicate the fact that
every choice in life has a rippling
effect that one must accept—and
that not everyone is blessed with a
second chance to love.

Rank fights including champion
Nonito Donaire, and ALA Boxing
fighters’ bouts in “Pinoy Pride.”
Stand by for special coverage of
the greatest global athletes in the
sporting worlds’ biggest stages like
the courts of the National Basketball Association, the octagons of
the Ultimate Fighting Championship and the football fields of
2014 Fédération Internationale de
Football Association World Cup.
Meanwhile, action thrill seekers
will get their Fernando Poe Jr. fix
from “FPJ: Hari ng Aksyon.” ABSCBN Sports+Action also debuts
the explosive new series “The Ultimate Fighter: China” and “Zero
Hours,” joining returning series
“CSI,” “NCIS,” “Once Upon a Time”
and “WWE.”

Can love be rekindled
after much pain and
heartache? Is there such
a thing as true love and
destiny? When is a relationship worth saving? Discover the
answers in “Starting Over Again,”
showing nationwide in all cinemas starting February 12. (Mico
del Rosario)

‘The Legal Wife’ heats up prime time
“THE Legal Wife” not just
heats up prime time with
fierce confrontations but
with real-life issues as
well, according to directors Rory Quintos
and Dado Lumibao.
“We want
to make sure
that
our
audience
will fol-

low our show not only because of the slapping scenes,
but also because through
it, they learn how to deal
with the problems of their
own families which they
have been afraid to face,”
said Quintos about the
Primetime Bida series
top billed by Angel
Locsin, Maja Salvador, JC de Vera and
Jericho Rosales

“The Legal Wife” features the
story of Monica and Adrian, a
married couple whose lives are
about to turn around because of
a huge mistake. How will Monica
and Adrian be able to fulfill the
promise of forever when the foundation of their relationship is already shattered?
“Many viewers will be able to
connect with the characters of
Monica (Angel), Nicole (Maja),
Max ( JC) and Adrian ( Jericho)

For Anne, ABS-CBN is family
ANNE Curtis has found a true
family in ABS-CBN, and this
is why she had no doubts to stay
with the network for another two
years as she renewed her exclusive
contract.
“I have found family. They’ll always have faith in you no matter
what,” Anne stated.
Present during the contract
signing were ABS-CBN chair-

man Eugenio Lopez III, president
and CEO Charo Santos-Concio,
Broadcast head Cory Vidanes, TV
Production head Laurenti Dyogi,
business unit heads Reily Santiago and Deo Endrinal and Viva
Entertainment’s Veronique del
Rosario-Corpus.
Anne confirmed that her new
contract includes her stint as cohost
of “It’s Showtime” and a teleserye ev-

ery year, including the iconic “Dyesebel” written by Mars Ravelo.
“It’s every girl’s dream to become a mermaid, so to be able to
portray one that’s part of…Philippine literature is such an honor,”
she said.
Anne also shared that they
are slated to start taping for
“Dyesebel” in Coron, Palawan.

because their personal battles are
true to life. ‘The Legal Wife’ is about
the love and sacrifices that a person is willing to do for the sake of
his family,” Lumibao explained.
Also part of “The Legal Wife” cast
are some of the country’s best drama actors, including Joem Bascon,
Ahron Villena, Rio Locsin, Mark
Gil, Maria Isabel Lopez, Bernard
Palanca and Christopher de Leon.
(Aaron Domingo)
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Comptrollers’ Circle

LAA’s First Winners’ Summit Comptrollers’ Circle
THE
Lopez
Achievement
Awards (LAA)
officially concluded its 2012
cycle with a
Winners’ Summit at the Energy Development
Corporation
(EDC) office on
January 29.
The 1st LAA Winners’ Summit: The Big Reveal gathered the
cycle’s eight winners and five special awardees to share their experiences and insights in joining the
LAA.
In her welcome remarks, Lopez Group HR Council chair
Cedie Lopez Vargas said the
LAA was one of the ways that
the Lopez Group encourages
employees to “aim high and push
the envelope further.”
Vargas underscored the importance of the Lopez Values as the
Lopez Group, through the LAA,
strives to create a legacy of greatness and heritage of excellence.
The Lopez Values “push us,
motivate us to dream big—all in
the service of the Filipino,” she
stressed.
The winners were represented
by Bayan HR head Loida Martinez for 1sa Para sa Bayan: An
Engagement Program where
Every Bayan Employee Sold
a Bayan Service in the Human Resource Focus category;
and business unit head Ginny

HR Council

Ocampo for The “Be Careful
with My Heart” (BCWMH)
Phenomenon: How It Breaks
New Grounds and Wins the
Hearts of Local and Global Filipino; and production manager
Roda dela Cerna for “Maalaala
Mo Kaya”: Sustained Relevance
After Two Decades, both in the
Customer Focus category.
Offering more behind-thescenes looks at their LAA journey were newsgathering head
Mariquit
Almario-Gonzales
for Integrated Coverage on Typhoon Pablo 2012 in the Corporate Image Building category; executive producer Donna
Cueto for Public Responsibility
through a Revolutionary and
Award-winning News Magazine Program;
Boto Mo, iPatrol Mo head
Rowena Paraan for Tayo Na!:
Citizen Journalism Zooms Past
Reportage to Build Dynamic
Advocacies and Foster Climate
of Civic Responsibility; and
ANC news manager Francis Toral for Special Integrated Cover-

age of the Corona Impeachment
Trial in the Public Responsibility
category.
EDC’s Road and Site Restoration Works in NIGBU after
TS Sendong was the lone winner
in the Operations Management
category.
Sharing more LAA strategies
were Bayan’s Martinez; Rockwell Land senior marketing
manager Vienn Tionglico; First
Philippine Industrial Park president Edwin CoSeteng; Lopez
Holdings president, chief operating officer and chief finance
officer Salvador G. Tirona;
and First Gen Corporation VP
Jerome Cainglet, whose companies were conferred special
awards in the 2012 LAA cycle.
In his closing remarks, First
Philippine Holdings Corporation
vice president Oscar R. Lopez Jr.
(ORL) encouraged the attendees
to submit their projects for evaluation in succeeding LAA cycles.
By doing so, the teams help others do their work better or even
take the achievement to the next
level to benefit more stakeholders, he added.
“We are a great organization
with truly talented and hardworking people, and our businesses and our corporate social
responsibility can do so much
more if we encourage more of
these new ideas and innovative
activities to flourish and spread
throughout the Lopez Group,”
ORL said in closing.

The third webcomic series

Underestimated, but never daunted

celebrates 14 quality years

L-R: Jingle Hernandez (Lopez Inc.), Mon Pagdagdagan (Group comptroller), Millet Sabella (FPH), Cedie Lopez
Vargas (LGFI and HR Council), Fatima Soriano, Marvi Marcelino (Lopez Holdings), Pearl Catahan, Aldrin
Cerrado (ABS-CBN) and Jei-Jei Gertes (Third Generation Holdings)

THE Lopez Group Comptrollers’ Circle recently held its annual general assembly at the ELJ
Communications Center in celebration of its 14th anniversary.
Group comptroller Mon
Pagdagdagan welcomed everyone to the event. It was a
privilege to have Lopez Group
Foundation Inc. (LGFI) and
HR Council head Cedie Lopez
Vargas to deliver her inspirational message to the group.
The special guests during the
assembly were Fr. Jerry Orbos,
SVD, and Fatima Soriano, hosts
of DZMM’s “Light Moments.”
Both discussed spiritual wellness,
and strengthening and rebuilding family relationships. What
moved everyone was the spiritual blessing that Fr. Orbos gave
each member of the Comptrollers’ Circle as his Christmas gift

as well the inspirational talk and
song numbers of Soriano.
Other speakers included Carlos Aguilar who talked about
maintaining good interpersonal
relationships and offered tips on
auditing one’s self, and Asian Eye
Institute specialists Dr. Franklin
Kleiner and Dr. Michelle Lingao
who discussed various eye concerns and how to address them.
The comptrollership group
also offered a token of appreciation and a surprise audiovisual
presentation to Pearl Catahan,
who after eight years of being the
Group comptroller, retired on
June 30, 2013. The Lopez Credo
was read by Aldrin Cerrado of
ABS-CBN and, as in previous
assemblies, Jei-Jei Gertes ably
acted as host and emcee.
The Lopez Group Comptrollers’ Circle continuously aims to

Underestimated Episode 1

To read more, visit http://lopezsummit.com.

LOPEZ Group chairman
emeritus Oscar M. Lopez
(OML), in his email introducing Underestimated, said
the latest installment of the
“Eugenio at Heart” webcomics highlighted a very important chapter in the life of his
father.
The first two arcs, The Man
in the Frame and To Fly and Fly
Again, traced the beginnings
of an empire through Eugenio

Lopez Sr.’s early business ventures.
In Underestimated, Eñing
takes up the cudgels for a group
of businessmen at odds with a
big sugar miller who is related to
a powerful government official.
“…This chapter in our history is all about the power of
integrity, especially in dealing
with the arrogance of certain
opposing forces… The story
should inspire us to stand up

INDIVIDUALS and teams
from ABS-CBN’s TV Production division (TV Prod) and Integrated News and Current Affairs division (INCAD) shared
top honors during the Walk on
Water (WOW) Awards 2013
as they each bagged two top
awards.
ABS-CBN chairman Eugenio Lopez III, president and
CEO Charo Santos-Concio,
head of Broadcast Cory Vidanes

ABS-CBN’s TV Prod, INCAD get ‘WOWed’

and show our strength in meeting the challenges in our daily
lives. I wish upon each of you
the strength to demonstrate the
same spirit of determination as
you build your careers within
the Lopez Group,” OML said.
“Eugenio at Heart” made
its debut in 2013. It aims to
share the inspirations behind
the seven Lopez Values, which
were also the personal values of
Eñing.

To be continued...

By Cet Calleja

and other executives were present during the awarding held at
the Dolphy Theater.
From INCAD, “XXX” head
researcher Roland Salvador was
honored as ABS-CBN’s outstanding Kapamilya employee.
Salvador’s bravery and passion
for truth pushed him to expose

the surveillance videos on former Batangas Gov. Antonio
Leviste despite probable lifethreatening consequences.
Meanwhile, News Camera
Operations supervisor Amadeo
Geronimo is one of the few Kapamilya employees who learned
his way up, having started as a

maintain high-quality financial
reporting and to promote worklife balance among its members.
Its major achievements include
the development of a uniform
chart of accounts and accounting policies and the updating of
the planning and control manual
for the Lopez Group.
The Group-wide comptrollership general assembly, which
is being held annually, aims to
update the comptrollers on current developments in relevant
topics outside the technical
sphere of accounting and financial reporting. The aim is to assist
the members in their personal,
spiritual, and physical aspects.
The Comptrollers’ Circle core
team includes Pagdagdagan,
Marvi Marcelino, Jingle Hernandez, Lanie Caimol, Vicky Martinez and Gertes. ( Jei-Jei V. Gertes)

driver. Now leading a group of
54 cameramen, Geronimo was
honored as this year’s Unsung
Hero.
TV Prod’s “Be Careful with
My Heart” was hailed as the best
in the Creative Breakthrough
category. Creative manager Mel
del Rosario said of the “kiligser-

ye”: “Naging challenge talaga ito
para sa amin dahil wala kaming
sinusundan.”
The people behind “Maalaala Mo Kaya” were also honored
in the WOW Awards’ team
category.
“Nagdaan na ang limang presidente ng Pilipinas, andito pa rin

kami. Yung host namin, ngayon
presidente na rin,” Del Rosario
quipped as she accepted the
award on behalf of the MMK
team.
WOW Awards 2013 was
made even more memorable
by hosts Ces Drilon and Robi
Domingo and musical performances by several Kapamilya
stars.
To read the full story, log on to
http://lopezlink.ph.
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By Carla Paras-Sison

L-R: Nandy Villar, Charo Santos-Concio, Gabby Lopez and Carlo Katigbak cut the ribbon during the opening of the first ABS-CBNmobile
store at the ABS-CBN Broadcast Center; Broadcast head Cory Vidanes takes time to check out the festivities; Employees learn, serve and
enjoy the journey; The ABS-CBNmobile family; Enrique Gil and Julia Montes flash their ABS-CBNmobile SIMs on ‘ASAP’

‘Ano’ng...
The country’s newest telco
heralds the coming of a “new age
in Philippine media” as it also
gives subscribers the freedom to
watch their favorite programs at
their chosen time and place, said
ABS-CBN chairman Eugenio
Lopez III (EL3).
“Today, it is a novelty in the
Philippines. But sooner than we

think, this will become the norm,
like it is becoming the standard
viewing practice in Japan and
Korea,” EL3 said at the December commercial launch.
ABS-CBNmobile is a response to the current crop of
audiences who don’t just want
to watch TV but also want to
participate, interact and make
their own choices, affirmed
ABS-CBN president and CEO
Charo Santos-Concio.

“It is how our company
moves into the new age of media. And we are optimistic about
it because we have our content
that affirms, and our stars with
their authentic relationship with
the audience,” she said.
Marking the commercial
launch was the opening of ABSCBNmobile’s first store at the
ELJ Communications Center
in the ABS-CBN headquarters,
where subscribers can purchase

SIM cards, prepaid load and
gadgets.
ABS-CBNmobile
however was unofficially launched
a month earlier, in Samar and
Leyte.
“Our first move was to donate 100,000 SIMs to Yolanda
victims,” said ABS-CBNmobile
head of Marketing Nandy Villar.
The team had scrapped plans
for a glitzy coming-out party;

instead, EL3, Santos-Concio
and ABS-CBN Convergence
Inc. president Carlo Katigbak,
with Sagip Kapamilya, flew to
the Visayas to distribute SIM
cards and mobile phones to the
survivors of the super typhoon.
According to Villar, ABSCBNmobile will continue to
distribute the balance of about
30,000 SIMs as part of the
post-typhoon rehabilitation effort.

IT wasn’t really what they were
prepared and trained for, but
ABS-CBNmobile’s Customer
Care team considered it their
baptism of fire.
Thelma de Leon, Operations head, recalled that her
young Kapamilya Care Specialists (KCS), then numbering about 60, were so swamped
with calls in the wake of the
telco’s November 16 “charity
launch” that they had to come
to work six days a week.
Prior to the launch, the
KCSs underwent soft-skills

training in order to be able to
handle Yolanda-related calls
as, more often than not, the
person at the other end of the
line would be crying.
“We received tons of
requests, from seeking assistance to find their loved
ones, build shelter and provide food for their family, to
looking for ways to contact
their family, to getting on the
C130 plane heading to Manila. Sometimes we would get
unusual requests, like a new
set of clothes for the Christ-

mas celebration,” shared de
Leon.
Her group currently numbers about 100 individuals,
including members of the
management team and the Kapamilya Care Specialists. They
are based at the Pacific Hub
Building in Mandaluyong.
The agents were chosen according to a stringent screening process to ensure that they
possess the right knowledge,
skills and behavior for the job.
“We also had an exercise
called Bahay ni Kuya wherein

applicants were made to wait
for a long time so we can see if
there is a propensity to manifest negative behavior given a
certain situation. During interviews, we assessed if their core
values matched the Kapamilya
values that we espouse in the
training,” the Operations head
noted.
It has been only a few
months, but it would seem
that customers like what
they’ve been hearing when
they call 7878 using their
ABS-CBNmobile SIM.

“We have already been
receiving
commendations.
Customers say that they like
the way their calls are being
handled, that they are very
satisfied,” said de Leon.
Aside from calling 7878,
subscribers may also talk to Kapamilya Care Specialists through
telephone numbers 266-7878,
1-800-8-2667878 and 1-80010-2667878 or customercare@
abscbnmobile.com.
Follow
them on Facebook (facebook.
com/abscbnmobile) and Twitter
(twitter.com/abscbnmobile).

from page 1

Customer Care, under Thelma de Leon (inset), has been commended by ABS-CBNmobile subscribers

December 5

Opens the first ABS-CBNmobile store, at the ground floor
of the ELJ Communications
Center. The event is graced by
ABS-CBN executives as well
as endorsers Erich Gonzales
and Julia Montes

November 16, 2013

ABS-CBNmobile donates its
first 100,000 SIMs to Yolanda
survivors in the Visayas. It
also kick starts a Share Load
campaign

For those on the hunt for
the ABS-CBNmobile SIMs
and load, these are available for
sale nationwide in all primary
prepaid outlets such as sarisari stores and telco tiangges.
Postpaid services will also be
launched within the year.

A very good deal

“The main thing is now people
can enjoy watching their favorite
ABS-CBN shows and follow
ABS-CBN celebrities on their
mobile phones through iWant
TV and iWant Stars,” said Villar.
For the followers of popular
Kapamilya teleseryes such as “Be
Careful with My Heart” and
“Got to Believe,” the iWant TV
mobile app alone makes the
P30 ABS-CBNmobile SIM a
very good deal.
Aside from ABS-CBN
Channel 2, ANC, DZMM
Teleradyo programs and “TV
Patrol” regional editions, iWant
TV comes with a mother lode of
exclusive content, such as video
highlights of the day from news
and entertainment shows, “best
of ” episodes of classic ABS-CBN
programs and music videos.
The iWant Stars app allows
subscribers to receive updates,
photos and videos from the
artists themselves. Currently on
iWant Stars are the network’s
top draws, including Daniel
Padilla, Kathryn Bernardo, Enchong Dee, Enrique Gil, Kim
Chiu and Piolo Pascual, with
the lineup to be beefed up with
more Kapamilya artists soon,
Villar said.

January 12

December 16

Launches its first masterpiece
video that dramatizes Filipinos’
growing habit of watching Kapamilya shows through their
mobile phones

January 5, 2014

Launches its first promo campaign through a print ad with
an augmented reality feature

Dishes out an exciting, all-star
treat through its brand launch
on “ASAP.” The biggest Kapamilya celebrities like Piolo Pascual,
Toni Gonzaga, Bea Alonzo,
Kim Chiu, Jodi Sta. Maria,
Enchong Dee, Enrique Gil and
Julia Montes usher in the new
mobile experience through a
special production number

Meanwhile, news, teleserye
or celebrity junkies can opt for
updates through the iWant TXT
service. NewsTXT, SeryeTXT or
CelebriTXT will be sent to the
subscriber’s mobile for the presyong Kapamilya of only P1 a day.

Promo load for every mood

“Our promo loads, especially
our internet load, are very affordable. They start at P15 a day
or P20 a day and come with very
good MB allocation,” noted Villar.
There’s an ABS-CBNmobile
promo load for every type of user,
for every need or mood.
Kapamilya Online (KOL) is
the best pick for going online and
enjoying the iWant TV and iWant
Stars apps; Kapamilya Unli Chat
(KUC) covers unlimited chat
and call time with any network
through Viber; Kapamilya Text
All Net (KTAN) for ABS-CBNmobile to any-network texts;
Kapamilya Call All Net for ABSCBNmobile to any-network
calls; and Kapamilya Online Plus
for immersing in the whole ABSCBNmobile experience.
A subscriber only has to
convert his or her regular ABSCBNmobile load into any of the
aforementioned special promo
loads by texting the keyword to
the 2135 short code.
The cheapest ABS-CBNmobile “unli” offering is the KUC 15
for one day.
“With our promo loads of
as low as P15 to P20, it’s much
easier for subscribers to control

how they’re going to spend their
mobile load. Our rate of P1 per
MB is the cheapest on the market,” Villar shared.
He added that the rate for
calls within ABS-CBNmobile
is only P1 per minute, also is the
lowest on the market.
The
former
McCann
Worldgroup honcho, a Kapamilya
network viewer even before he
made the move to the company in
2012, observed that ABS-CBNmobile’s pricing is “consistent with
the concept of being Kapamilya.”
“If you’re Kapamilya and
you’re calling people within the
same circle, within the same
network, it should be an easy and
affordable proposition,” he said.

Making a difference

Subscribers can look forward
to more exciting and exclusive
products and content from the
new telco.
“We will be introducing
more content for iWant TV. And
if you’re a SkyCable subscriber,
you can also watch some of the
SkyCable channels on ABSCBNmobile,” said Villar.
Thus far, the response to the
newcomer has been very positive, even before last December’s
commercial unveiling.
“We’re excited by the whole
idea that we can potentially make
a difference in the way people
consume content, as they move
out of calling and texting and
use their mobile devices more for
entertainment and news,” said
Villar.

ABS-CBNmobile head of
Marketing Nandy Villar was
president and chief operating officer of advertising great
McCann Worldgroup, where
he worked for 20 years, before opting to retire to enter
the brave world of converged
broadcasting and mobile telephony services.
Recruited to head Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) for ABS-CBN in
July 2012, Villar was concurrently given Marketing duties
for ABS-CBNmobile in the
fourth quarter of the same year.
He then set out to develop
people and build capacity for
both functions in earnest,
growing CRM staff members
from four to 18 in a year, and
ABS-CBNmobile Marketing
from zero to 15.
For ABS-CBNmobile, his
biggest challenge is to differentiate the brand from
other telecommunication players.

ning to use mobile devices for
other things besides calling and
texting. We believe that ABSCBN has a relevant proposition for this emerging market.
By offering strong, creative
content, ABS-CBN can be a
catalyst for this change,” says
Villar.
The way ordinary Filipinos
search for and use digital data,
for example by logging on to
networking sites or by watching video on mobile devices,
has been most instructive in
mapping out the company’s
digital moves. If ABS-CBN
succeeds in accelerating the
switch from the traditional
call-and-text mind-set to one
of maximizing the features of
smart phones and tablets, the
move will benefit consumers
in terms of the abundance of
high-quality information and
entertainment offerings that

contribute to
the brand-new
trails
ABSCBN wanted to
blaze.
As a newcomer, Villar has
had to navigate
his way through
the big organization
that
is
ABS-

Nandy
Villar, ABSCBNmobile’s
Marketing
head

‘Important pillar’

“Innovation is such
an important pillar for
our work. We don’t want
to be a ‘me, too’ product.
We do not want to be
a redundant service
to consumers. Rather,
we want to position
ourselves as a different
service that people can
experience and enjoy in
new ways,” he says.
Working for a startup is proving to be challenging for Villar as he
tries to generate demand for
ABS-CBNmobile.
“We are attempting to encourage new behavior in the
way people use their mobile
phones. At the same time, we
are riding a wave of change
wherein people are switching
to smart phones, and are begin-

will be available for their enjoyment.

Brand-new trails

The new things ABS-CBN
wanted to do in the digital
landscape were part of the attraction that drew the executive
out of the advertising world. He
felt strongly that he could ably

CBN, but has gotten plenty
of exposure to the true Kapamilya spirit.
“People are very nice and
helpful. The way I observe it,
I think it is because people
are very well aligned with the
direction of the company. We
are all informed of the new

initiatives of the company,
and so we are all applying
ourselves to achieve the same
objectives, the same goals,” he
said.
Villar’s message to LopezLink readers is straightforward: “Buy an ABS-CBNmobile SIM.”

ABS-CBNmobile continues to help Yolanda survivors
TO aid in the speedy rehabilitation and recovery of the
typhoon Yolanda survivors in
the Visayas, ABS-CBNmobile
was launched to help provide a
means of communication and
delivering news.
In line with Sagip Kapamilya’s program “Tulong Na,
Tabang Na, Tayo Na,” ABSCBNmobile gave away its first
100,000 SIMs to survivors free
as means to help in the communication process.
The SIMs came with free
P50 load as well as free texts and
MB value to allow survivors to

call and text their other kapamilya. Internet allocation was also
provided as means to connect to
other kapamilya through social
networking sites.
At the same time, ABS-CBNmobile set up free calling stations in devastated areas where
survivors could call up other
relatives for free, or recharge
their mobile phones.
Kapamilya in areas outside
of the devastated areas were also
encouraged to help. ABS-CBNmobile sold another 100,000
SIMs to enable those who want
to contribute to the relief effort

an easier means to help.Through
the Share Load campaign, people were allowed to share their
load to the survivors. Share Load
pooled the collected load and
distributed it to the survivors.
Kapamilya superstars like
Piolo Pascual, Kim Chiu, Bea
Alonzo, Enrique Gil and John
Lloyd Cruz were the first to
rally for support.
The story continues. ABSCBNmobile has more plans to
aid in the recovery and rehabilitation of the survivors, which
will be rolled out in the near
future.
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Update

PETA’s ‘Rated PG’ to air on K
Channel

K Channel will air Philippine
Educational Theater Association’s
“Rated: PG,” a play on positive
discipline penned by Liza Magtoto, directed by Mae QuesadaMedina and musically arranged
by Vincent de Jesus. Joselle is
thinking about working abroad.
However, she has some doubts
about leaving her six-year-old son
Ton-Ton with her family—her
preoccupied husband Romy, adolescent daughter Rosalie
and her own disciplinarian mother. Catch “Rated: PG” on K
Channel’s Theater Hour on February 9 and 11 at 8:20pm and
on February 15 at 7:40pm.

Reviewers help studes prepare
for NAT

K Channel has started airing National Achievement Test
(NAT) reviewers or shows with topics that are normally tackled in the examination. The NAT will be given to Grades 3
and 6 and fourth-year high school students this year.
Based on the outcome assessment on K Channel-connected
schools conducted by the University of the Philippines Statistical Research Center, K Channel contributes to a 3% increase in
NAT scores when viewed and used regularly and effectively.
The NAT reviews air from Monday to Friday at 1212:20pm (Grade 3), 12:20-12:40pm (Grade 6) and 12:401pm (4th year) and at 4-4:20pm (Grade 3), 4:20-4:40pm
(Grade 6) and 4:40-5pm (4th year). The reviews will continue
until March.

Cook Out 2 Help Out

Power Plant Mall fundraiser
to build more homes
POWER Plant Mall once again
extended a helping hand to the
Visayas through its Cook Out
2 Help Out fundraiser held at
the Plaza Parking on January
24-26.
Each P300 ticket gave
guests a taste of succulent US
quarter-pounder burgers, fries
from Elbert’s Cheesesteaks and
Sandwiches and drinks from
Sola.
Among the chefs who took
on grilling duties in Cook Out
2 Help Out were chefs Tonyboy Escalante of Antonio’s,
Margarita Fores of Cibo and
Paul Lenz of Makati ShangriLa.
Cook Out to Help Out, the
brainchild of Alex and Clifford
Lichaytoo of Bacchus Epicerie
and Elbert Cuenca of Elbert’s
Cheesesteaks and Sandwiches,
was first held on November 29December 1, 2013.
“We want to continue
reaching out while making it a
great time for people, and eating together is always a great
time,” Cuenca said.
All proceeds from Cook
Out 2 Help Out will go to
Habitat for Humanity, to be
used for building shelters for
the typhoon survivors. This is
on top of the P1 million that
the first Cook Out to Help Out
was able to raise last year.

LGFI-backed co-op gets crafty
LOPEZ Group Foundation
Inc. (LFGI) recently spearheaded the conduct of crafting
courses for members of the
Halad Multipurpose Cooperative (MPC).
The classes opened up new
sources of income for the
co-op members as well as for
residents of surrounding communities as they now churn
out products like macramé,

paper beads and other souvenir items.
LGFI and the Extension Services Department of
Guimaras State College are
hammering out a partnership
agreement aimed to sustain
the initiative and assist Halad
MPC in developing new social
enterprises.
With the Philippines-Australia Community Assistance

Program as a major donor
partner, LGFI has been implementing a multi-component
project to help the community
in Nueva Valencia, Guimaras
get back on its feet after an oil
spill in August 2006.
The beneficiaries include
small fisherfolk and their
families as well as families of
community members and other
stakeholders.

Members of the Halad MPC in Guimaras show off the products of their crafting course (left); Australian
Ambassador Bill Twedell, PACAP representative Ky Johnson and local officials during a visit to the site

Clockwise from top: Rockwell
president Nestor J. Padilla and Lopez
Holdings consultant Boo Chanco;
SVP Malou Pineda (2nd from left),
consultant Jacko Zialcita and VP
Dinky Villanueva (back row, l-r) with
the Rockwell team; Alex Lichaytoo
of Bacchus Epicerie and Elbert
Cuenca of Elbert’s Cheesesteaks and
Sandwiches; A guest shows the Cook
Out 2 Help Out stubs; NJP and family;
Rockwell VPs Anette Marquez, Julius
Marzoña, Abel Roxas and Davy Tan

Museum/Values
L-R: From the Pillars Series by
Mike Adrao, charcoal on paper;
The King by Leslie de Chavez, oil on
canvas; and contemporary dancer/
choreographer Ea Torrado

‘Complicated’ opens on February 21

“IT’S complicated,” a phrase
popularized by social media,
has become the catchall for
undefined and problematic relationships typical of the postmodern world.
Seeing parallels between these
and the complex relationship of
the Philippines with its colonial
pasts, the Lopez Museum and
Library, in partnership with Tinaw Art Gallery, opens its first
exhibit for the year, Complicated,
on February 21, 2014.
Complicated features commissioned works by guest artists
Mike Adrao, Leslie de Chavez
and Ea Torrado juxtaposed
with pieces from the museum’s
collection.
Adrao’s charcoal-on-paper
works represent various forms
of colonization our country has
undergone. Collectively titled
“Colony,” they are made up of
intricately ornamented, largerthan-life
anthropomorphic
pillars and delicately-drawn
insects whose patterns were
researched from the Lopez
Library collection. Several of
these pieces were selected for
the curated “platform exhibits”
representing Southeast Asian
art trajectories in the recent Art
Stage 2014 in Singapore.
De Chavez presents installations and paintings that focus

Special Feature

on colonization, not just
as the context
of our history,
but as an ongoing process.
One work in
particular
is
created in reaction to the
museum’s Per
Pacem et Libertatem (“For
Peace and Liberty”) studies.
These studies are what remains
of a mural-sized work by Felix
Resurreccion Hidalgo commissioned by the American colonial government and exhibited
during the 1904 St. Louis Exposition.
A
choreographer
and
dancer, Torrado came up with
a three-channel video installation based on Jose Rizal’s Sisa
and reflections on the museum’s
iconic España y Filipinas by
Juan Luna. Using Sisa’s search
for her missing children as
a metaphor for postcolonial
identity, Torrado presents the
search for the desaparecidos
(“disappeared ones”) and victims of extrajudicial killings as
premised in the promises of
modernity and progress which
are both at the core of nation

building and Luna’s
painting.
This film is produced
with the support of Tuchi
Imperial, sound designer Chris
Aronson, cinematographer and
film editor Dan Pamintuan and
the ABS-CBN Film Archives.
These commissioned works
are contextualized amid masterpieces from the museum’s

painting and archival collections. Works by Luna, Fabian
dela Rosa, Juvenal Sanso, Jerry
Elizalde Navarro, Bencab and
Ang Kiukok, among others,
are exhibited with select books
from the library’s collection
and rich archive of colonial
photographs, maps, travel

journals, sketches and cartoons,
including those done by Tony
Velasquez, Liborio Gatbonton
and Mario Dangan. The exhibit is further supplemented
by loaned artworks by Sanso
and contemporary artist Anton
del Castillo.
Complicated, curated by
Ricky Francisco and Ethel Villafranca, will run until August
2, 2014.
The Lopez Memorial Museum
is at the ground floor, Benpres
Buildi ng, Exchange Road corner
Meralco Avenue, Pasig City. Museum days and hours are Mondays
to Saturdays, except holidays, 8
a.m.-5 p.m.

Lopez Group founder’s story now
in comic book form Lopez Holdings
Corporation recently donated print copies of Man in
the Frame, To Fly and Fly Again and Underestimated
to the Lopez Memorial Museum and Library. Originally
part of the “Eugenio at Heart” webcomics series
depicting the life and values of Lopez Group founder
Eugenio Lopez Sr., the comics are the latest additions
to the library’s lending section and may be loaned
out to members for up to 10 days. Photo shows Lopez
Holdings senior assistant vice president Rosan Cruz
(2nd from left) turning over the volumes to head
librarian Mercy Servida as Lopez Museum Education
and Administration head Ethel Villafranca and
assistant librarian Mark Manalili look on.

Consequences for South East
Asia.” The presentation focused
on the manifestations of climate
change, the factors that drove
those changes, the projected
changes in climate in the future
and its potential consequences
in the Southeast Asian region.
Through lectures and workshops, the participants learned
how to mainstream the issues
on environment, energy and
climate change, or EECC, of
their respective countries and
the region on their parties’ political agenda and platforms.
The event was a part of a
series of events of the Konrad
Adenauer School for Young
Politicians based in Singapore.
The program started in 2010

and has completed four batches.
(Perlyn Pulhin)

Calendar
BAYAN Academy offers
the following certificate
training courses this month:
February 6-7: Marketing
Management
February 20-21: Finance
for Non-Finance Practitioners
February 26-27: Whole
Brain Management
For rates, call Carol Arcaya at
426-3140. Bayan Academy
reserves the right to change
course dates.

WILL your Year of the Green
(Wood) Horse be a yea or a nay?

RAT (1936, 1948, 1960,
1972, 1984)—As usual, you’ll

be brimful of new, daring and
innovative ideas—but these find
scant response or support, either
moral or financial. Don’t allow
frustration to get you down.
Always remember that no one
can block an idea when its time
has come. Bide your time and
wait. The lesson being taught to
you now is patience, circumspection—and diplomacy. Keep at
what you’re good at: networking.

OX (1937, 1949, 1961,
1973, 1985)—You may find

events moving too fast for your
taste and pace. Though you
might face some disappoint-

TIGER (1938, 1950, 1962,
1974, 1986) —A year of fun

and games, entertainment and
amusements and light-hearted
love affairs (if still unattached).
You’ll be daring and feeling
lucky, so you may be tempted to
bet the farm on risky business.
Unless you’re exceptionally
agile and quick in getting in
and out of the market, it would
be best to stay away from the
bourse’s fast and furious calls
and puts this time.

RABBIT (1939, 1951,
1963, 1975, 1987) —There

will be an equal amount of
heartache and joy for you now.
Changes in the home may be
for good, or for ill. Okay if you’re

moving to a better domicile;
not good if you have to leave
the comfortable and familiar.
Though you’re usually happy to
meet new people, some of them
may be too demanding for you
to be at ease with them. Avoid
confrontations if you can. No
good will come from them.

DRAGON (1940, 1952,
1964, 1976, 1988)—Should

be a memorable year in terms of
new acquaintances, short-distance travel and establishment of
lively and profitable communication with people in your immediate environment. You may be able
to iron out kinks in relationships
with siblings, relatives, neighbors
and media entities. You’ll have
the gift of persuasion.

SNAKE (1941, 1953,
1965, 1977, 1989) —A

great time to make money, start
a business or do whatever you
must to improve or shore up
finances. You’ll think “out of the
box” how to do so. You’ll generate capital and support from
people and places you’ve never

Also a good time to engage in
leisure activities to truly “recreate” yourself. Romance flourishes, especially liaisons hidden
from the prying eyes of others.

year, so you’ll be super energetic,
enthusiastic and invigorated.
You’ll make big plans connected
to travel, all forms of communication and publication.
You reestablish and strengthen
relationships with people you’ve
neglected the past year. Do your
best to be more organized in
your work and disciplined in
your health regimen. Living at
a frenetic pace now, you risk
physical and mental exhaustion.

memorable year for you for
the luck it will bring. There
will be no lack of friends and
big groups to aid you in gaining what your heart desires,
whether these be in the realm
of finance or politics. Love may
have to take a back seat to your
social ambitions. You want to
be popular, to be known to the
public, so you seek to influence
the sentiments of the many, not
just one person. You play to the
crowds in the grandstand.

SHEEP (1943, 1955,
1967, 1979, 1991) —An

auspicious time for spiritual
pursuits and matters that are
negotiated behind the scenes.
Many things will be accomplished if concluded in secret.
Time enough to reveal them
later when everything has been
signed, sealed and delivered.

Eugenio Lopez Sr. founds
the Lopez Museum and
Library; the institution
celebrates its 54th anniversary this year

February 1, 1975

Eugene Torre wins the
Jumabhoy Silver Cup; he is
the first player to win the
Asian Zone chess championship twice

February 18, 1981

Beatification of Lorenzo
Ruiz by Pope John Paul II
in Rizal Park

February 23, 1986

The EDSA Revolution
begins; it ends on February
25 when the Marcoses and
their close allies flee the
country

February 5, 1993

King Juan Carlos and Sofia
of Spain arrive for a threeday visit to take part in the
centennial celebration of
Philippine independence
Source: Mercy Servida, head
librarian, Lopez Memorial
Museum Library

thought of before. Just be sure
you’re forthright and honest
in all your dealings. Otherwise
your efforts and profits will turn
into a handful of dust.

HORSE (1942, 1954,
1966, 1978, 1990)—Your

February 13, 1960

February 11, 1998

Your fortune in 2014
ment over plans and expectations from people around you,
you’ll weather this year’s vicissitudes and trials with grace.
Your virtues of patience and
forbearance serve you well. But
don’t allow anyone to push you
around. Stand your ground no
matter the form of intimidation. Time is on your side.

Those who cannot remember the
past are condemned to repeat it.
—George Santayana

President Fidel V. Ramos
asks the Malaysian government to grant amnesty
and legal status to some
350,000 Filipinos in Sabah

By Zenaida Seva

OML Center participates in
int’l confab on climate change



Nostalgia

Ongoings

Mainstreaming EECC issues

THE OML Center was one
of the invited speakers at the
International Conference on
Politics and Policies of Climate
Change and Energy in Southeast Asia held in Phnom Penh,
Cambodia.
Forty participants from
Indonesia, South Korea, Malaysia, Myanmar, Thailand,
Cambodia and the Philippines
attended the three-day conference. Majority of the participants are young leaders of their
respective countries, with some
currently holding positions in
parliament and government.
OML Center researcher
Rafaela Jane Delfino delivered
a lecture entitled “Climate
Change: Understanding the
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MONKEY (1944, 1956,
1968, 1980, 1992) —A

ROOSTER (1945, 1957,
1969, 1981, 1993) —You

will focus your attention on your
career now. Though promotions
and public recognition will be
yours, what with the effort you’ll
put in your work, anxiety will be
part and parcel of its attainment.
You have to be ready for intrigue

and gossip. Having little time for
personal relationships, love and
romance may be moored—and
crash!—on rocky shoals.

DOG (1946, 1958, 1970,
1982, 1994)—An especially

good year for you. If you love
to travel, you may find yourself
living out of a suitcase. Opportunities to range the planet arise
without your prompting. If you
want to return to university or to
hone your skills in your field by
training or attending an institution overseas, your office will foot
the bill. You’ll have the chance to
combine business with pleasure
on these foreign sojourns.

PIG (1947, 1959, 1971,
1983, 1995) —A busy year

for you, but with the kind of
time-consuming activity you’ll
welcome and relish. You’ll attend to matters which have to
do with consolidating wealth.
Money comes easily: money
from inheritance, bequests,
donations and court-awarded
largesse from a lawsuit you’ll
win. A legal tussle with siblings
and relatives over property will
now be settled in your favor. Be
sure to be generous and magnanimous in victory.
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Walk the Talk kicks
off in Forest Hills

Interactive
Sudoku

Maglaro tayo ng Sudoku, ang bagong libangan ng bayan!
Ayusin lamang ang mga numero simula 1 hanggang 9 para
ang bawat numero ay minsan lang magagamit sa bawat row,
column at kahon.

By Dimpy Jazmines

Asian Eye chairman Oscar M. Lopez and Connie R. Lopez (front row, 3rd and 4th from right) with (l-r) Asian Eye
president Benjamin K. Liboro and wife Lin, CP Optics president Shyam Advani and wife Beena, Philippine Allied
Enterprises Corporation president Teodoro Tagle and Asian Eye corporate officer Dr. Art de Guia; back row, l-r: Asian
Eye VP and general manager Alwin Alwin Sta. Rosa and medical and research director Dr. Juan Maria Pablo Nañagas

Southerners enjoy special treat
as Asian Eye opens in Alabang
WALK the Talk, the monthly
walk for wellness activity of
the Lopez Group, held its first
event for 2014 with a successful walk around Forest Hills in
Cogeo, Antipolo.
More than 400 employees
from various Lopez Group companies—many of them bringing
along their family members and
friends—joined the activity,
ready to walk and enjoy the scenic surroundings of the venue.
The food sponsors for the
January Walk the Talk were
Lopez Holdings Corporation

and Third Generation Holdings Corporation. Together,
they treated the attendees to
hot taho as they waited for the
program to start.
As a reward to the walkers after they came back from
their six-kilometer walk around
Forest Hills, the sponsors also
provided the attendees with
a filling breakfast of lugaw,
kutsinta and saging na saba.
Talking in behalf of the
month’s sponsors in his opening
remarks during the Walk the Talk
program, Lopez Holdings presi-

dent, chief operating officer and
chief finance officer Salvador G.
Tirona acknowledged the importance of maintaining one’s wellness and thanked the participants
for their tireless and continuing
support of Walk the Talk.
The monthly Walk the
Talk is a project of the Lopez
Lifelong Wellness team and
the Lopez Group HR Council.
The next Walk the Talk session
is scheduled for February 22,
2014 at the La Mesa Ecopark
in Quezon City, with ABSCBN as the food sponsor.

“WE are very happy to start
the year with the opening of
our new clinic in Alabang,”
said Asian Eye vice president
and general manager Alwin
Sta. Rosa. “We are committed
to bringing quality eye care
closer to those that reside in
the south.”
Asian Eye Commercenter
Alabang, which opened on January 18, is the biggest among
the institute’s satellite clinics.
It is a convenient location for
patients from Muntinlupa, Laguna, Cavite and Batangas who
will no longer have to head to
Manila for their eye care needs.

As a special treat, Asian Eye
is offering a “Bring a Friend
and Get 50% Off ” promo.
Marketing head Kathleen
Raquel Santos said, “We encourage everyone to start the year right
and come in for a checkup.”
Patients who bring along a
friend for a comprehensive eye
exam will receive a 50% discount
each, while those who come in
solo will get a discount of 30%.The
promo runs until March 31, 2014.
The ground-floor Alabang
clinic offers the following services: treatment and management
of cataract, glaucoma, diabetic
retinopathy, macular degenera-

tion and strabismus, LASIK, eye
plastic surgery, external disease
and cornea, pediatric ophthalmology and optometry, low vision and visual rehabilitation, and
optical and contact lens service.
Asian Eye also offers two
new laser procedures exclusively:
Supracor and VICTUS laser
cataract surgery. The clinic features an optical shop with a variety of frames, sunglasses, contact
lenses and optical products.
The Alabang clinic is open
Monday through Sunday from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Call 403-9013
or email eyehelp@asianeyeinstitute.com. (Audrey Trinidad)

Choose chocolate!

Valentine’s Day: Good for the heart
THE stuff of Valentine’s
Day may be good for
the heart, in more
ways than one.
There’s
no
doubt chocolate can
contribute to weight
gain and tooth decay, but now
researchers are finding it can do
good things for the body as well.
“It seems a component in cocoa—flavonoids—can be heart
healthful,” says Susan Moores,
RD, a spokeswoman for the
American Dietetic Association
(ADA). She says flavonoids are
antioxidants, known to protect
against free radicals in the body.
Free radicals are suspected of
damaging arteries and triggering buildup of plaque in the
wall of blood vessels, which can
lead to atherosclerosis.
Antioxidants can also help
lower the level of “bad” cho-

lesterol (LDL), and
increase the amount
of “good” cholesterol
(HDL). This antioxidant effect is
apparently greater
in dark chocolate,
because it has more cocoa
beans, a natural source of flavonoids.
The flavonoids in dark
chocolate may also improve the
health of the endothelium (the
lining in arteries and veins),
says Joe Vinson, professor of
chemistry at the University of
Scranton in Pennsylvania.
In one study, he says people
with one risk factor for heart
disease (i.e. high blood pressure,
high cholesterol, high triglycerides) drank a single six-ounce
glass of cocoa…. From that one
drink, researchers reportedly
found a significant improve-

ment in the flexibility of the
arteries.
Studies can be misleading,
though, says Vinson, as researchers typically give subjects high
doses of cocoa. “We don’t know
if lower doses work,” he says.
In the same vein, health
experts warn against eating too
much chocolate as it is usually
packed with calories and saturated fat.
If you indulge yourself or a
loved one in the cocoa treat, eat a
small amount. Cynthia Sass, RD,
spokeswoman for the ADA, recommends buying more expensive
chocolate, but less of it. “With rich
chocolate, it doesn’t take much to
be satisfied,” she says, noting that
people who take time to savor,
and let the candy melt in their
mouth, tend to be more content
with smaller servings. (Excerpted
from www.webmd.com)

Asian Eye’s Dr. Robert Ang (standing, 4th from right) with AAEH council members

Asian Eye accepted into two
prestigious int’l associations
ASIAN Eye Institute has been
accepted into two prestigious
international
associations.
Awarded at the end of 2013,
these memberships were sought
out as part of Asian Eye’s efforts
to provide Filipinos with highquality eye care at par with the
best of the world.
With the goal of making the
ASEAN a center of excellence
for ophthalmological and eye
care services, the Asean Association of Eye Hospitals (AAEH)
promotes joint research projects
among the eye hospitals and eye
centers in Asia. As a new member, Asian Eye is participating

in AAEH’s joint benchmarking
initiative to determine and promote the best practices among
ASEAN hospitals.
Asian Eye was also accepted
into the World Association of
Eye Hospitals (WAEH), which
promotes ophthalmology practice through social outreach and
information on eye care health
administration. With only 23
members worldwide, Asian Eye
is the only eye clinic member in
the Philippines. WAEH member
hospitals are regarded as centers
of excellence that are focused
on delivering the best and safest
ophthalmic care to their patients.

Follow us @lopezlinkph on Twitter and Like us on Facebook at facebook.com/lopezlinkonline

Sports &
Wellness calendar
FEBRUARY
2: Grand Scientific
Symposium Family Fun
Run, 3K/5K/10K (CCP,
Pasay), 5am. Fee: P300P500. Contact 536-1319,
0908-4308638
9: No Speed Limit,
3K/5K/10K/21K (Ateneo,
QC), 4:30am. Fee: P450P950. Contact 2014.nsl@
gmail.com
23: Financial Fitness
Run, 3K/5K/10K/21K
(BGC), 4am. Fee: P500P800. Contact 636-5411
loc. 122
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IT has been almost three months
since the country suffered through
one of the world’s most destructive typhoons. Hundreds of our
countrymen remain missing to
this day, while thousands more
are struggling for a semblance
of normalcy in a landscape that
itself still bears many of the scars
inflicted by Yolanda.
At the Lopez Group’s budget conference, our chairman,
Ambassador Manuel M. Lopez
expressed pride at how all the kapamilya pulled together in helping
the typhoon victims, even giving
up their Christmas parties and
other perks and diverting their budgets to the relief effort. Lopez
Group foundations such as Sagip Kapamilya to this day continue
their work in the affected areas, amping up their efforts by providing livelihood assistance to the survivors.
We’re raring to get our hands on ABS-CBN’s new baby:
ABS-CBNmobile. You may have heard about it or read about
it; maybe you already have your own ABS-CBNmobile number.
For our cover feature, ABS-CBNmobile Marketing head Nandy
Villar sat down with LopezLink to spill everything you need to
know about the latest product of ABS-CBN.
Kapamilya astrologer Zenaida Seva makes her regular contribution to our February issue with her predictions for this Year
of the Wood Horse, while over at the Lopez Museum, the team
kicks off the season with Complicated, whose undertones make
the social media addict in me want to rush over to Benpres on its
February 21 opening day.
On the wellness front, our spotlight is on everything heartrelated. Find out why the stuff of Valentine’s Day, dark chocolate
in particular, is good for you.
In town on Valentine’s Day? Power Plant Mall should be a
good pick for your Day of Hearts rendezvous as the mall will
bring back the good ol’ days when guys went a-courtin’ and callin.’

THE verdict is in and boy, is it ever sweet! Dark
chocolate is one treat your doctor won’t frown at as
it can be good for you (read the great news on page 10).
And when better to indulge than during this season?
Start on the road to heart health by trying out these
recipes we rounded up.
Chocolate Pecan Fondants
Ingredients: 50 g butter, plus extra for greasing; cocoa
powder for dusting; 150 g bar dark chocolate (50%
cocoa solids is fine), chopped into chunks; 1 egg, beaten; 2 tbsp
plain flour; 2 tbsp pecan nuts, toasted and chopped very finely;
and 1 tbsp golden caster sugar
Procedure:
1. Heat oven to 220C/fan 200C/gas 7. Butter two individual pudding basins (about 200 ml capacity), then dust generously with
cocoa powder. Melt the chocolate with the butter in a bowl over
simmering water or in a microwave and stir until smooth. Gradually stir in the egg, then flour, nuts, sugar and a pinch of salt, and
beat gently until everything is combined, but still runny.
2. Divide the mixture between the pudding basins. These can
now be chilled for up to a day ahead. Bake for 15 minutes (or
18 minutes if chilled). Turn out onto small plates and serve
with ice cream. Fondants should be cooked on the outside and
molten in the middle.
Salted Caramel Choc Pots
Ingredients: 4 tbsp dulce de leche or canned caramel; 1/2 tsp sea
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Dear Rosie

Only a few lucky souls will snag tickets to this exclusive event on
February 14, so good luck!
ooOoo
I hope there will be more stores selling the ABS-CBNmobile
SIM. I want to try it out but haven’t found any sellers in my area
(BGC).—Wes
ABS-CBNmobile should be available at your neighborhood telco
tiangge. You could also drop by the ABS-CBNmobile store or order
online at http://abscbnmobile.com.
ooOoo
What workshops are the Lopez Museum and ABS-CBN offering
this year? I’m mapping out my daughter’s summer activities. Thank
you.—Marjie
For now, all we have is the Artist Talk schedules in connection
with the Complicated exhibit. The museum’s and ABS-CBN’s summer calendars will likely be unveiled in a few weeks. We will keep you
posted.
ooOoo
Please feature Zenaida Seva’s predictions for 2014. It’s something
we always look forward to in your Feb issue. Thanks!—L.N.
Wish granted: check out page 9 and may your Year of the Horse
rock!
ooOoo
Congrats sa “Showtime” sa patuloy nitong paglakas sa ratings.
Ganda ng bagong segments. Patuloy pa sana silang makaisip ng
kakaibang concepts para mas mapasaya ang madlang pipol!—Sunshine M.

salt, plus extra to
serve; 85 g each
milk and dark
chocolate, broken
into squares; 1-2
long, thin, plain
grissini; 2 tbsp demerara sugar; 100
ml double cream,
at room temperature; and 50 ml
milk
Procedure:
1. Mix the caramel
with the salt, divide between two

small glasses and chill.
2. Melt the chocolates together in a glass bowl set over a pan
of barely simmering water. Snap the grissini into short lengths,
then dip each end into the chocolate to coat a little. Sit on a wire
rack for the chocolate to drip and set a little, then dip the chocolate ends into the sugar to coat. Sit in an airtight container lined
with baking parchment and chill to set until ready to serve.
3. Stir the double cream and
milk into the remaining
melted chocolate until
smooth, then scrape into
a jug. Slowly pour on top
of the caramel, around
the edges first. Chill the
pots for at least two
hours, or up to 24
hours.
4. To serve, scat-

If you have questions, comments, opinions, suggestions and reactions about anything and everything about the Lopez Group,
please send them to Dear Rosie through email DearRosie@
benpres-holdings.com or lopezlink@gmail.com or be a friend or
fan on Facebook.

ter a little more sea salt on top of each pot, then add one or two
sugar-tipped grissini.
Chocolate and Almond
Puds with Boozy Hot
Chocolate Sauce
Ingredients: 50 g butter, softened, plus extra
for the molds; 25 g
toasted flaked almonds,
chopped; 50 g caster
sugar; 1 egg; 25 g selfrising flour; 25 g ground
almonds; 1 tbsp cocoa
powder; and 2 scoops
vanilla ice cream, to
serve. For the sauce: 50 g
dark chocolate; 2 tbsp butter; 125 ml double cream; 1 tbsp caster
sugar; and 1 tbsp Disaronno (amaretto)
Procedure:
1. Heat oven to 180C/160C fan/gas 4. Butter 2 x 150 ml dariole
molds, scatter in the flaked almonds so they stick to the base and
sides and put on a small baking tray. Beat the butter, sugar, egg,
flour, ground almonds and cocoa powder together, then divide
between the molds. Bake for 20-25 minutes until a skewer
comes out clean.
2. For the sauce, melt all the ingredients in a small pan
and keep warm.
3. Carefully turn the cakes out of their molds and sit on
two plates (the same way up as they baked). Serve
with vanilla ice cream, the hot chocolate sauce,
espressos and a splash more Disaronno. (Recipes
from Good Food magazine from www.bbcgoodfood.
com)
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What’s new

By Cherry Pineda

from ABS-CBN Publishing this February
‘Metro’ reveals new
style rules

Metro runs down the 25 New Style Rules You Must
Know Now, from the hottest looks and silhouettes
to the “It” hair statement and destination. Headlining the list is Julia Barretto, who rocks Spring/
Summer’s edgy denim trend. Have an ultra hot season
of love by mastering the touchable makeup look. Plus,
we’ll show you how to stop the clock at 25—no pins and
needles necessary. Rounding out our first Trends Issue is a
showcase of the 10 best collections from Philippine Fashion Week Spring/Summer 2014.

In the mood for romance
with ‘Working Mom’

Set the stage for romance with Working Mom’s tips to
boost your mood, energy and sense of connection with hubby. Vamp your bedroom
wardrobe with sexy sleepwear and give
your hair and skin some TLC. Sweets for
your sweetie? We’ve got divine desserts
worth indulging in. In the “Let’s Talk”
section, couples share unique wedding
proposals. Angel Aquino, who graces the
cover with her daughters, opens up about
love, career and turning 40.

‘Chalk’ and that
‘kilig’ feeling
By RJ Santillan III

In this season of
POWER Plant Mall shows you the best spots for a perfect date
night and special promos so you can get that little trinket for your
one and only this Valentine’s Day!

A hearty celebration

From February 8-16, find everything you’ll need for the season of
love in Power Plant Mall. There’s a flower fair at the North Court
for your blooming beauty, a gift fair at the South Court and sweet
treats at the Bakers Dozen Valentine’s Day edition.
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promo on its Nature’s Extracts
line of lotions and shower gels all
this February! If you still don’t have a
gift for your valentine, then mark your
calendar and get them hot and get them cheap.
Marks & Spencer is at the R1 Level.
The Book Thief by Marcus Zusak comes to the big screen! Liesel is
sent to live with a foster family in Germany during World War II.
She learns how to read with the help of her new family and a refugee named Max. As the effects of war and destruction reign upon
the country, imagination and courage are what bring them hope.
Catch “The Book Thief ” at the Power Plant Cinema on February
19. For inquiries, call 898-1440 to 41.

Remember that tingly feeling you got upon receiving a sealed letter from someone you liked? The mall is bringing back that sweet,
old-fashioned tradition—but with a twist—on February 14. The
Boo Chanco / Mike Lopez
Rosan Cruz

StarStudio presents “The Love Diaries”—an issue packed
with celebrity love stories starting with Sarah Lahbati and
Richard Gutierrez, who share how they met and fell in
love. StarStudio also looks into celebrity weddings—Melai Cantiveros and Jason Francisco, Shamcey Supsup and
Lloyd Lee, and Rep. Lino Cayetano and volleyball star
Fille Cainglet—while Gretchen Ho and Robi Domingo
model day and night date looks.

Read between the lines

Sealed with a kiss

Editorial Advisory Board
Executive Editor

‘StarStudio’: When stars
fall in love

love

Cover girl Liza Soberano gets dolled

Rockwell Power Plant Finds

up in her date-ready ensembles as she walks us through
her bright start in show business. Get the lowdown on
date-worthy ensembles in our “Look Hot in His Clothes!”
workshop and “It’s Date O’Clock” fashion editorial. If you
have an empty calendar, we’ve got you covered with “28
Days of Love,” fun ideas to keep your heart bursting with
love!

Sweetest Thing: A Night of Unforgettable
Moments at the Rockwell Tent will feature
a five-course meal, wine buffet, complimentary gift items and classy entertainment, all
housed in a romantic atmosphere. Tickets cost
P2,000 each.

An intimate Spanish diner

Experience a fusion of familiar flavors, exotic
dishes and new twists in Rambla. Located at
Joya Lofts and Residences, this quaint yet lively
dining spot offers a perfect place for couples
looking for a little privacy. And with Rambla’s
collection of premium wines, you’ll surely be in
for a night of good dining and great company.

All natural

Marks & Spencer will have a “4 for the price of 3”

